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Overview

Lateral migration radiography (LMP) is a new Compton backscatter imaging modality. LMR can
detect both metallic mines and plastic mines up to 10 cm depth-of-burial. The mines show up
clearly in the images with vivid signatures that depend upon (for plastic mine) the mine air
volumes and the geometric shape. The LMR landmine detection system will use an off-the-
shelf x-ray generator with high-efficiency detectors. The raster direction scanning of the x-ray
source will be achieved by a rotating collimator cover over the x-ray tube head. The forward
motion of the LMR system to the suspected area, color-marked by the RMPA system, will be
controlled by the RF or sonic x-y positioning system which is also used by the RMPA system.
This locating system also is used to control the motion axis during LMR image acquisition. The
LMR system will use state-of-the-art data acquisition techniques to achieve quick, low noise
mine images. Image processing and pattern recognition algorithms should essentially eliminate
both false negatives and false positives and provide mine type identification.

The EDIT Land Mine Detector Sensor Head has been assembly with the operational antenna
and electronics being built by RTR personnel. The RMPA electronics assembly, connected via
PC-104 bus, and the LANL positioning subsystem are mounted within the head. The chassis
shaft assemblies are composed of aluminum 3-section telescopic tubes that allow user height
adjustment. The shafts contain pigtail cables within their inner diameter, which travel from the
display to the sensor head and battery center. The battery enclosures consist of two aluminum
tubes mounted to the base of the rear shaft, each with the capacity to hold 4 D-cell batteries
inserted into the rear of the tubes similar to a flashlight. A power management circuit monitors
battery life and supplies all the real time battery data. The assembled detector prototype, with
patch antenna, graphical user interface, and 8 D-cell batteries installed weighs just over 18 lbs.
The deliverable version of the x-y positioning system is lighter and more robust. The GUI
display processor has been upgraded to an Elan SC410 microprocessor chip to be used with
an external video controller allowing higher grayscale resolution. In addition, several menus
have been developed for the display using the QNX operating system graphical user interface
language Photon. The measurement capabilities of the EDIT electronics is now being
explored and data should be available by mid-April. The control software for the
measurement instrumentation has been completed and tested with the new
Power/Input/Output Interface board. The deliverable version of the x-y positioning system is
currently being built by LANL. The RF modems are now able to communicate xy data. A
proposed field test plan for local outdoor EDIT experiments should provide verification of
successful sub-system integration and reveal areas of unit operation requiring further
development. Work is still underway to adapt the detection algorithm to the specific
characteristics of the hardware and adapt the system to the wide range of field conditions
anticipated.

Further collaboration with Dr. Al Garroway of the Naval Research Laboratory on issues of
explosives coverage with NQR is pending. Experts are currently assessing the direct
combination of the associated hardware of RMPA and NQR

Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Solicitation Topic 97T006
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1. LATERAL MIGRATION RADIOGRAPHY

1.1 LMR Principles

1.1.2 LMR Instrumentation

The LMR system includes an x-ray generator with articulating collimator, two sets of detectors,
a computer with a data acquisition board and display and an electric power generator mounted
on a suitable platform vehicle. The detectors include two collimated detectors and two
uncollimated detectors (see Figure 1.). The two uncollimated detectors primarily register first-
collision photons which carry substantially surface feature information. The two collimated
detectors predominately register multiple-collision photons which carry surface feature and
subsurface feature information. This functionality is achieved by optimizing the sets of
collimators. These two sets of detectors are set up symmetrically (fore and aft relative to the x-
ray illumination beam) with the two uncollimated detectors separated by a gap for the x-ray
illumination beam and the two collimated detectors adjacent (and outboard relative) to the two
uncollimated detectors.

U¢collimated
Detectors

-Photomultiplie

Col~iimated Collimated
1:Detetol Detectors

30,5 an 2 0
eadt Collimator ,orzz

-Mine

Figure 1. Schematic of measurement setup used for the LR landmine detection simulations.
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For the x-ray energies of interest in the LMR system (130 to 180 kVp x-ray spectra with mean
x-ray energies of around 40 to 60 keV) two kinds of significant interactions exist: 1. The
photoelectric effect. Compton scatter. In the photoelectric effect, the photon is absorbed and
an electron is emitted. In Compton scatter, the photon is inelastically scattered and there is
energy transferred from the photon to the electron. These two interactions are a function of the
effective atomic number (Z) and electron density of the material and they form the basis of the
land mine detection process. Since air (due to fuse well and blast directing volume in a mine),
soil, plastics, metals and explosives have different Z numbers and different electron densities,
they show intensity contrast in LMR images. Soil is the ambient background in land mine
detection and is compared to the properties of other material and structures. A plastic mine
has a lower Z number while metal used in land mines has a higher atomic number than that of
soil. In the case of air, the Z number is higher, but the electron density is substantially lower
than that of the soil. For an x-ray photon energy of about 50 keV or lower, the higher Z
materials have higher photoelectric effect cross section and a lower Compton scatter cross
section. For low Z materials it is just the opposite. Air has a lower cross section for both the
photoelectric effect and Compton scatter than soil because of its low density.

1.1.2 General Results

In LMR images, materials such as metals with a higher photoelectric effect cross section than
that of soil show intensity decreases in the images. In contrast, materials such as plastic
mines, wood, etc. with a lower photoelectric effect cross section and a higher Compton scatter
cross section than those of soil show intensity increases in the images.

As multiple-collision photons laterally migrate through the soil, structured electron density
variations in the soil are registered. These photons, predominately detected by the collimated
detector, show the discontinuities of different objects in the soil. Therefore, the collimated
detector images show the contrast of the transport media traversed by the photons.

Because of the photon lateral migration in the media, there is lateral migration shifting in both
of the collimated detector images. The image shift direction in the front detector image is
backward and, for the same reason, forward in the rear detector. This shift increases with mine
depth-of-burial and is thereby a measure of the burial depth.

Because the collimated detector registers both surface and subsurface features and the
uncoffimated detector predominately registers surface features, surface feature removal can be
achieved in LMR images.

Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR) Solicitation Topic 97T006
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1.2 LANDMINE SIGNATURES

1.2.1 Air Volume

In LMR images, the inner air volume shapes combined with the outer geometric shapes of the
land mines yield key signature features for land mine detection and identification. For
detonator operation, every land mine has at least one fuse well to accommodate the fuse,
detonator and booster. This fuse well, essentially an air volume with some plastics or metals,
shows up clearly and uniquely in the LMR images.

Basically, air gives free flight to the photons. The existence of air volumes in real mines
dramatically modifies the once-scattered photon exit path as well as the multiple-scattered
photon migration path, when compared to simulated mines that lack these air spaces. When
the x-ray beam is directly scanning over the air volumes, the photons which can pass through
the mine casing material without any interaction will interact with the bottom or side wall of the
fuse well. The solid angles subtended by the LMR detectors to these photons are smaller than
those of the photons interacting with a simulated mine without air volume. For all the photons
at the first-collision sites, the probability of not being registered by the uncollimated detectors is
higher than that of the simulated mine case. As a consequence, an intensity decrease occurs
at the location of the center of the air volume in the uncollimated detector images (Figure 2 and
3.).
When the x-ray beam is scanning right at the edge of the air volumes, photons emitted in the
direction of the air volume will have a higher probability of being registered by the uncollimated
detectors than the photons emitted in the direction of the mine material. Therefore, there are
high intensity areas right at the edge of the air volum-e and they occur at the front and back
edge of the air volume in the rear and front uncollimated detector images respectively (see
Figure 2 and 3.).

For multiple-scattered photons, the physical existence of the air volume modifies the photon
field in the transport media. But because the air volume essentially gives free flight to the
migrating photons and the multiple scattering of photons tends to average out the effect of the
air volume, there is a diffused evidence of the air volume in the collimated detector images.
Therefore, in Figure 2, the collimated detector images do not show air volumes with the
singular definition shown in the uncollimated detector acquired images.
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Figure 2. VS-i. 6 antipersonnel mine, I inch depth-of-burial, 15 mm resolution.

1.2.2 Lateral Migration Shifting

Monte Carlo numerical simulations and experiments have demonstrated the different ways in
which the uncollimated and the collimated detectors function In an LMR system and form the
bases of the physical phenomena discussion in the previous sections as well as the discussion
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of origin of LMR image contrast. Photon lateral migration is very prominent in the collimated
detector images. In the collimated images of Figure 3., vehicle motion-direction shifting exists
in both the front and rear detector images and their shifts are opposite. For a plastic mine with
the Compton scatter cross section greater than that of the soil, the number of multiple-
scattered photons detected is greater than that from the soil and this causes the intensity
increase in the images. Among the multiple-scattered photons, those migrating through the
mine have a higher probability of being registered by detectors. Therefore, during x-ray beam
scanning, as the mine is initially encountered, the front collimated detector registers a higher
intensity than the rear collimated detector. Similarly, when x-ray scanning is on the final
encountered mine edge, the rear detector registers more Compton scatter photons than the
front detector.
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Figure 3. M19 antitank mine, 1 inch depth-of-burial, 15 mm resolution.
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Due to this behavior, the highest intensity in the front collimated detector image tends to show
up earlier than the physical center of the mine, which appears as backward shifting. In the rear
collimated detector image the opposite happens. This shifting is proportional to the depth-of-
burial of the land mine; therefore, the depth-of-burial of the mine can be estimated from the
amount of shifting (see Figure 4.).
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Figure 4. TMA-4 mine LMR image with 1 inch resolution.

1.2.3 Shadowing Effect

There are also various shadowing effects in the LMR images, especially if the mine is laid on
the soil surface. In Figure 5., the shadows clearly accompany the mine images of both the
collimated and uncollimated detectors. The shadows are roughly symmetric about the raster
direction axis as shown in both the uncollimated images and collimated images. In contrast,
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there is no shadowing effect in the images of Figure 6. Shadowing effects are the result of the
surface laid mine physically blocking some of the Compton scatter photons. As the x-ray beam
scans toward the mine, some of the Compton scatter photons emitted from the soil cannot
reach the front detectors because of blocking by the land mine. Similarly, as the x-ray beam
moves away from the mine, some of the Compton photons are blocked so they cannot be
registered by the rear detectors. Therefore, the shadows are behind the mine in the front
detector images and in front of the mine in the rear detector images. In actual deployment,
antipersonnel mines are usually put either on the soil surface or they have a shallow depth-of-
burial, normally not more than a few centimeters.
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Figure 5. TS/50 antipersonnel mine, on surface, 15 mm resolution.
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The surface laid land mines can be easily recognized by both the shadowing effects and the
vivid air volume signature in combination with the mine geometric shape in LMR images. In
contrast the shallow buried mine emphasizes the air volume signatures and have no mine
case shadow.
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Figure 6. TS/50 antipersonnel mine, flush DOB, 15 mm resolution.
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2. PROPOSED LMR SYSTEM DESIGN

2.1 General Configuration

2.1.1 LMR Vehicle Configuration

Because of the availability of suitable "off-the-shelf x-ray generators (refer to section 4.2.
where details are given), a compact LMR land mine detection vehicle can be designed and
demonstratively fabricated. (see Figure 7 for a concept drawing of the LMR vehicle). This
vehicle is about the size of a large lawn mower. Such an LMR detection system will include an
x-ray generator with electric power requirements in the range of 50 W to 800 W, a compatible
electric power generator for the x-ray generator, two uncollimated detectors and two collimated
detectors which are made from plastic scintillator blocks, an advanced electronics system
including a high performance computer with moderately fast data acquisition boards to achieve
data transfer for computer image processing as well as pattern recognition. For this proposed
system, raster direction scanning will be achieved by a rotating collimator around the x-ray
generator tube head. The motion direction controlling system which provides control of that
image axis will be the same RF or sonic x-y position system or Sonic x-y positioning system
used by the RMPA system.
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2.1.2 Definition of Motion

During Iandmine detection by the multiple-sensor system, areas of suspected mines as
determined first by the RMPA system will be marked with a color-code. Then, the LMR system
will move to these areas and image them. The mines sought for are usually from 8 cm to 35
cm in diameter. The scanning area of these suspected spots Will be either 20 cm by 20 cm, or
60 cm by 60 cm zones based on the color-code marked by RMPA which indicates the likely
size and m-ajor axis of the suspected object.
As shown by both measurements and MCNP numerical simulations, in order to subdue photon
quantum statistics in land mine detection, there should be at least two million incident photons
per pixel. For a typical x-ray generator (including beam collimation), one joule of electric energy
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per pixel is the generator requirement for a 15 mm by 15 mm illuminated pixel. Based on x-ray
generator power and often-used 15 mm resolution. The interrogation time for a certain area by
the LMR system can be predicted by the following equation:
x-ray power (watts) * dwelling time Td (second/pixel) = 1 joule/pixel
-' Td = (1 joule/pixel) / (x-ray power in watts)
With 100 W x-ray generator and 15 mm resolution, the calculation of interrogation time is as
follows:

60 cm by 60 cm area:
Pixel number N = (60 / 1.5) * (60 / 15) = 40 * 40 = 1,600
I joule/pixel with 100 W -- dwell time for each pixel Td = 0.01 second
Image interrogation time T = Td * N = 16 seconds
Vehicle motion speed Vm = 60 cm / 16 s = 3.75 cm/s

20 cm by 20 cm area:
Pixel number N = (20 / 1.5) * (20 / 15) = 13.3 * 13.3 = 177.8 - 178
I joule/pixel with 100 W -- dwell time for each pixel Td = 0.01 second
Image interrogation time T = Td * N = 1.78 seconds
Vehicle motion speed Vrm = 20 cm / 1.78 s = 11.25 cm/s

This system x-ray beam trace on the soil surface is shown in the Figure 8.

._.........

"....... ....... r - '-- •---------- -

............. ,I.....-....

Figure 8. X-ray beam trace on soil surface.
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Interrogation Area 20cm by 20cm 60cm by 60cm area
Image Interrogation 2 16
Time (sec)
Vehicle Motion Speed 11.25 3.75
(cm/s)

Table 1. Motion speed and image interrogation time for x-ray generator power at 100 Wand 15 mm
resolution.

2.2 X-ray Generators

2.2.1. LORAD X-ray Generators

A Lorad LPX-160 constant potential x-ray generator was obtained from one of the LORAD
representative companies to more clearly simulatethe generator type to be used in the actual
detection vehicle. This x-ray unit has a tube head, a liquid cooling unit, a digital control unit and
"cables for power supply and liquid cooling (see Figure 9). The x-ray output is 5 to 160 kV at 0.1
to 5.0 mA constant in time (i.e. DC). The exit x-ray beam angle is 40 degree. Physical
specifications of this x-ray generator module are given in Table 2.

Table 2. Lorad LPX-1 60 liquid cooled unit physical parameters.

System Height(cm) Width(cm) Depth Weight(kg)
Component (cm)
Tube Head: Length= 72.39 Diameter= 18.4 13.2
Control Unit: 30.5 45.7 26.7 15.9
Liquid Cooling Unit: 30.5 36.8 40.6 24.5

This module can be portable-generator powered, as can the other components of the land
mine detection vehicle. The power level, dimensions and weights of the components of the x-
ray module satisfy the requirement of easily available or fabricated components for the LMR
land mine detection vehicle. The constant potential is achieved by monitoring voltage and
current directly at the x-ray tube, which provides uniform x-ray output and far better
reproducible output than the Maxitron 300 generator that is currently used at the University of
Florida.
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Figure 9. Lorad LPX-160 x-ray generator tube head and liquid cooling unit

There is also an air-cooled version available called the LPX-200 (see Figure 10). The air-
cooled module with no separate cooling unit, reduces the x-ray generator system weight by
over 40% compared to the liquid-cooled unit. Table 3. gives the specifications of this module.

Table 3. Lorad LPX-160 air-cooled unit physical parameters

System Height(cm) Width(cm) Depth Weight(kg)
Component (cm)
Tube Head: Length= 77.5 Diameter= 18.4 15
Control Unit: 30.5 45.7 26.7 15.9

Quotations for Lorad LPX-160 and LPX-200 are $19,500 and $27,500 respectively.
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Figure 10. Lorad LPX-1 60 x-ray generator air-cooled tube head and digital control unit.

A Measurement Comparison of the LORAD and Maxitron Generator LMR Capability.
The x-ray generator currently used in the University of Florida LMR laboratory is a General
Electric Maxitron 300 which was manufactured in the 1950's. The Maxitron 300 has a self-
rectification current at 1,200Hz. Partly due to design, major structured fluctuation in x-ray
output occurs due to variations in the electron focal spot shape and position. Therefore, the x-
ray photon illumination for each pixel with this device has significant structured noise which is
then found in the acquired LMR images. In contrast, the images obtained with the LPX-160
have little structured noise because of its constant (less than 1% fluctuation) potential design.
A plastic disk with four holes of different diameters (see Figure 11) was employed as an LMR
object using both the Lorad LPX-160 and Maxitron 300 as the illuminating x-ray source.
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Figure 11. Diagram of 6 inches diameter plastic disk with four holes (diameters in inches).

Comparison of the images (see Figure 12.) shows that the Maxitron 300 images have the
expected high noise relative to the Lorad LPX-160 images. Using a Lorad LPX-160, or a
similar modem off-the-shelf constant potential x-ray module, will yield LMR images with a
significantly smaller noise component than all the example mine images in this report which
were all obtained using the Maxitron 300 generator.
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Figure 12. Plastic disk images obtained with LoradLPX-160 (left) and Maxitron 300 (right).
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The LPX-160 with a total weight of about 70 to120 lbs not including the cables (which weigh
about 20 Ibs) should be easily integrated into a large lawn mower size vehicle, such as shown
in Figure 7.

2.2.2. Aerosino AX160-2-15

Contact with x-ray generator manufacturers revealed another company's product that could be
used in the LMR detection vehicle. The Aerosino AX160-2-15 x-ray module is a relatively low
power x-ray generator, 70 to 160kV and up to 2mA adjustable current, with a maximum 180 W
output using regular air cooling. It is a continuous duty, constant potential module. Because
this unit has relatively low power, the price is also relatively low. The quotation for the Aerosino
x-ray generator is $3,000. However, the x-ray tube of an Aerosino AX160-2-15 is made of
glass which is much more fragile than the ceramic tube of the Lorad LPX-160. Therefore, a
complex shock absorbing structure would be need for the Aerosino AX160-2-15 x-ray module
and the requirement of a rugged generator and a simple, reliable system for mine detection
work in the field probably makes the Lorad module a better choice.

2.3 Rotating Collimator

2.3.1. Configuration

In order to efficiently achieve raster direction motion, x-ray beam angle tilting has been chosen.
This is achieved by attaching a rotating collimator to the x-ray tube head.

60 cm by 60 cm interrogation area:
Because the x-ray output distribution emerging from the generator is not uniform, a lead sheet
with a hyperbolic shaped slot will be made and rolled into a cylindrical shape. This cylinder will
be located coaxial with the x-ray tube head keeping the center of the slot aligned with the
center of the x-ray output window. This allows for photon intensity compensation in a pixel
scan. Outside of this cylinder, is another coaxial cylinder with ten equally separated holes
aligned in the same section circle. Thus, there are 36 degrees between adjacent holes, which
will be within the 40 degree of the emerging x-ray beam cone. These two cylinders together
make a collimator which can yield equal illumination of each pixel in a scan line. The x-ray
beam moves with constant linear speed on the soil surface in raster direction thereby (see
Section 4.3.4.) ensuring the same photon illumination for each pixel. The raster direction
scanning will be in a continuous mode with no dead time and the scanning is always from the
leftmost pixel to the rightmost pixel (as illustrated in Figure 8). The scanning speed in the raster
direction can be adjusted by changing the speed of the motor driving the outer cylinder to
produce the dwell time required for each pixel. Including adjustment of the x-ray generator
output power level, individual areas of interest marked in the RMPA interrogation can be
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scanned by the LMR system at a variety of speeds. One such scan speed is presented in this
report based on a fixed rotational speed of the generator collimation.

20 cm by 20 cm area:
The configuration of the rotating collimator is essentially the same as the one described above
except that there are 30 holes equally separated and aligned in the same section circle on the
outer cylinder which yields 12 degree interval between these holes and the hyperbolic slot in
the inner cylinder subtends 12 degree from the focal spot of the x-ray tube head.

These two designs are merged into one rotating collimator assembly illustrated in Figure 13.
During operation of the LMR land mine detection system, the operator will slide in or out this
rotating collimator and meanwhile change the vehicle motion speed to satisfy the interrogation
area requirements. Figure 14 and 15 show the details of the collimator.

OUTER
INERCYLINDER

CYLINDER•.", .••

Figure 13. Side view of the rotating collimator.
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Figure 14. Cross section view of the rotating collimator.
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Figure 15. Extended view of inner and outer cylinders of the rotating collimator.

2.3.2. Pixel Pattern and Diameter of Rotating Collimator

For the antitank and antipersonnel mine under consideration, 15 mm resolution (pixel size) is
sufficient. When the x-ray beam scans from the leftmost pixel to the rightmost pixel (as
illustrated), the x-ray spot on the soil surface will elongate when the illumination beam is not
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perpendicular to the soil surface. Maximum elongated x-ray beam spot is at leftmost pixel or
rightmost pixel (as illustrated). (see Figure 16). Even though the spot is elongated, the number
of photons per pixel is still the same because of the rotating collimator design.

Figure 16. X-ray beam illumination pattern on the soil surface with rotating collimator.

As 15 mm by 15 mm will be the largest elongated x-ray beam spot on the soil surface, the
required diameter of the rotating collimator can be determined. From the Lorad LPX-160 data,
the focal spot is 1.5 mm 2. The length of one side of a square focal spot is then approximately
1.2 mm When the x-ray beam spot at the leftmost pixel, from the similar triangle theorem, the
radius of the rotating collimator is calculated as follows (see Figure 17):

AC/AM = 1.2 mm/ 15 mm 4 AC = AM * (1.2 / 15)
MC = AM + AC =1000 mm / cos(18 0) = 1052 mm

-) AC= 1052 mm /(1 + 15 /1.2) =78 mm -)AC= 8 cm
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Figure 17. The rotating collimator diameter calculation diagram.

2.3.3. Angular Speed of the Rotating Collimator

With a 100 W x-ray generator, the required dwell time for each pixel is 0.01 second which
determine the angular speed of the rotating collimator. Using the 15 mm pixel size, a 60 cm
line scan (corresponding to 36 degree rotation of the collimator) is divided into 40 pixels. The
36 degree rotation must occur in 0.4 second which implies 4 seconds for one revolution of the
rotating collimator. As we mentioned before, if the x-ray generator power is greater than 100
W, the same photon illumination occurs at higher scanning speeds.

2.3.4. Self-normalization of Pixel Dwell Time

There is another advantage to using this rotating collimator. As the x-ray beam scans one line
of the interrogated area, the dwelling time of each pixel is the same. In Figure 18, the V, is the
horizontal speed of the center pixel and V, is the horizontal speed of the leftmost pixel of one
line. The following derivation demonstrates that V, is equal to V1.

OL = OC / cos(O), V, = OL * co *cos(O) = OC * =v
where co is the angular speed of the rotating collimator.
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Figure 18. Dwell time calculation diagram.

2.3.5. MCNP simulation

MCNP simulation of the x-ray angle tilting has been accomplished. The buried simulated mine
is clearly visible in both collimated and uncollimated detector images. In the MCNP simulations,
cases where the mine is located both at the center and off the center of the source beam tilting
angle sweep have been investigated.

In both cases, there are distortions in the mine images. The contours of the cylindrical mine in
the images are no longer roughly circles (see Figure 20). The intensities, from the geometric
center of the mine, drop more sharply in the raster direction than in the motion direction and
the mines in the images appear to be compressed in the raster direction. This image distortion
has been investigated and the mechanism is physically understood. Furthermore, an image
distortion correction method has been obtained.

In the LMR system, image pixel locations are defined by the x-ray beam locations on the soil
surface. For the case of an x-ray beam incident perpendicular to the soil surface, the point
where the x-ray beam vertical projection hits the mine has the same pixel coordinate location
as the source. For the x-ray beam angle tilting case, the incident beam location on the soil and
the location of x-ray beam hitting the mine have different coordinates. Because x-ray beam
angle tilting is in the raster direction, the geometric length of a buried object in the raster
direction is represented by a smaller length in acquired images. In Figure 19, CD is the length
in an LMR image, while AB, the actual length, is greater than CD.
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Figure 19: Illustration of raster direction distortion in LMR images by x-ray beam angle tilting.

Because the photon lateral migration effect (intensity shifting in the motion direction) in the
collimated images is not affected by the raster direction x-ray beam angle tilting and the LMR
system detector sets are symmetric, there is a method to correct the raster direction distortion
caused-by the x-ray beam angle tilting. The two collimated detectors of an LMR system
predominantly sense multiple-collision photons. The lateral migration effect is readily apparent
in collimated detector images because the maximum intensity value of the buried mine in the
images shifts away from the geometric center of the mine. This shifting is proportional to the
depth-of-burial. An empirical correction can be acquired through detection of objects at known
different depths-of-burial. With this empirical correlation, the shifting distance in the collimated
detector images can be measured and then used to calculate the depth-of- burial of the object.
Once the depth-of-burial is estimated, we can use a simple geometric projection formula to
correct for the raster direction distortion.
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Figure 20. MCNP simulated images of a solid mine off-center of the image.
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In the simulation setup, the surface of the soil is smooth, but in the Figure 20 images, there are
some ridges in the background. In order to test whether these ridges are caused by the x-ray
beam angle tilting or statistical reasons, the number of photons per pixels was increased from
the value 1 million used in Figure 20 to 16 million. The resulting images in Figure 21 show that
the ridges have almost disappeared.
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Figure 21. MCNP simulated images (uncollimated) with mine at the center of the images.

2.4 Detector Design and Optimization

Detectors are crucial components in the LMR land mine detection system. With well-designed
and high performance detectors, the system can maximize the detection possibility and be
made more compact to function more efficiently in the land mine detection environment. In the
LMR system, high performance organic scintillator screen detectors (such as manufactured by
Bicron, Inc) will be used as both collimated and uncollimated detectors. The uncollimated
detector size is about 100 cm long, 5 cm wide and 2.5 cm thick. The collimated detector size is
about 100 cm long, 20 cm wide and 2.5 cm thick. We have two options for detector design.

2.4.1 Multiple Miniature Photomultiplier Tubes Case

In this detector design, there will be about 20 miniature photomultipliers with miniature
amplifier/high-voltage suppliers coupled with each detector and they will be arranged at every
4 inches along each side of the detector.
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2.4.2 Single Photomultiplier Tube with Light Pipe Case

This design is more cost effective. For each detector, one photomultiplier tube will attach to the
end of the scintillator via a light pipe. Bicron, Inc. suggested this option.

2.5 Image Acquisition and Processing

2.5.1 Color Coding and Image Acquisition

In the multiple-sensor system, the RMPA system will scan the field first. As suspected target
objects are detected, the RMPA system will mark the predicted center or major axis of the
objects by different colors based on the sizes of these objects. Currently we differentiate the
objects into two major categories: less than 13 cm in diameter or major axis extent and greater
than 13 cm in diameter or major axis extent. For less than 13 cm objects, there will be a big red
dot at the center of these objects. For greater than 13 cm objects, if the objects are circular or
square, a yellow dot will mark the centers; otherwise, yellow lines along the major axis of these
objects will be marked on the soil surface. For less than 13 cm objects, the scan area will be
20 cm by 20 cm; for greater than 13 cm objects, the scan area will be 60 cm by 60 cm. Most
mines can be covered by a 60 cm by 60 cm area with more than adequate margins. If special
objects are found, such as a long length rectangular object, several 60 cm by 60 cm squares
will be considered if warranted by the situation of the mine field. When scanning different size
areas, different set of slot and holes on the rotating collimator will be used. For a 20 cm by 20
cm area, the 30 holes and 12 degree slot is aligned with the x-ray output window. For a 60 cm
by 60 cm area, the 10 holes and 36 degree slot will be slid out and the requisite corresponding
motion speed of the LMR vehicle will be selected.

Because LMR images are the horizontal projected images of all the detectable objects in or on
the soil, the processing of these images will concentrate on image enhancement, image
segmentation, image labeling, image correlation and pattern recognition. In the LMR system,
image enhancement is achieved by low pass filtering. Because the LMR land mine detection
system is a system composed of electronics, detectors and an x-ray generator, there are
various noises in the acquired LMR images and the images are corrupted by some random
variations in intensity values. Since the sizes of the mines are usually above 8 cm (3 inches),
spatial and frequency low pass filters are applicable. The commonly used low pass filters are
mean filters, median filters and Gaussian filters. These low pass filters can remove statistical
noise and some small surface irregularities. Mean filtering can be achieved by eight-connected
neighborhood averaging; the mean filter mask is shown in Figure 22.
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Figure 22..Mean filter mask.

Median filtering is achieved by replacing each pixel value with the median value in the local
neighborhood. Gaussian filtering is similar to mean filtering but the values in the mask are
obtained from the two dimensional Gaussian function.

2.5.2 Image Segmentation and Labeling

In a LMR image of a landmine detection field, there will be a lot of objects in the images, such
as potholes, rocks, tree trunks and mines, etc.. In order to differentiate them and apply image
correlation to eliminate the non-mine objects, image segmentation and labeling is necessary.
Image segmentation can be accomplished by a histogram thresholding method. The commonly
used methods are iterative histogram thresholding, adaptive thresholding and variable
thresholding methods. After thresholding, the result image is a binary image. We can then use
an eight-connected neighborhood iterative method to label the objects in LMR images. These
labeled binary images will serve as a map for image processing of each object in the LMR
images.

2.5.3. Image Correlation Processing

From each detection run, there are four images of the suspected area: front uncollimated
detector image, rear uncollimated detector image, front collimated detector image and rear
collimated detector image. Because of the LMR system set-up, these images have strong
correlation between them.

The uncollimated detector images have surface features and the collimated detector images
have both surface features and subsurface features. Therefore, surface feature removal can
be accomplished by manipulating the collimated and uncollimated images (see Figure 23).
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Figure 23. Surface features removal illustration.
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Using image correlation processing, slopes in LMR images can also be eliminated (Figure 24).
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Figure 24. LMR images of a plastic mine buried with slope surface.
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Because of the LMR detector design and the different photon interaction cross sections of
different objects, the responses of the same object can be different in the uncollimated and
collimated detectors. For plastic mines, the responses in all detector images are higher
intensities than the responses of the soil. In contrast, the metallic mines have lower intensities
in all detector images. For potholes, the response in uncollimated detector images is an
intensity decrease while in collimated detector images there is an intensity increase. (Figure
25) Therefore, correlation between uncollimated detector images and collimated detector
images is necessary to minimize the false positives.
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Figure 25. LMR images of a pothole.
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One of the LMR image characteristics is the lateral migration shifting of detected objects in the
collimated detector images. The shifting in the front detector image is opposite to that in the
rear detector image. The amount of shift is proportional to the depth-of-burial of the object and
the depth-of-burial can be estimated from the shifting. Because there is symmetry in the
collimated detector design, the amount of shift should be the same in both the front and rear
collimated detector images. A simple average between these two images will give the physical
(x, y) location of the object. By observation of known depth experiments, an empirical relation
factor between the shifting and the depth-of-burial (z location) of an object can be obtained.
Furthermore, this factor can be used for the correction of image distortion caused by the x-ray
beam tilting.

2.5.4 Mine Identification

Air volume features combined with the geometric shape of the land mines in the LMR images
should not only provide for mine detection with a near zero false negative rate but also make
mine type identification highly probable and provide a near zero false positive alarm rate. Two
kinds of landmine identification algorithms will be developed: template matching and pattern
recognition through a neural network.

Template matching requires the original mine image data be stored in a computer in a certain
format and that each acquired image is checked by the image template matching. An image
with a template matching output value above a certain threshold value is expected to have a
landmine in it.

Suppose that we have acquired LMR images of mines at known depths-of-burial and take
them as templates. After we estimate the depth-of-burial by the amount of shift of the object in
the collimated detector images, we apply the mine template for the right depth-of-burial to the
acquired images. By using normalized cross-correlation and a certain threshold value, the
center of mine in the images will yield the local maximum.
The template matching function is given by:

MIV, J] = Cfg[IJ/{Emkl]EZl=1 F2[1+K, J+L]}1 2

where Cf = Z1mk 1 11=1T[K,L]*F[I+K, J+L] is a cross-correlation function
T[I,J] represents the mine template
F[I,J] is the acquired image

M will yield the maximum value right at the mine center in the acquired image. By applying a
certain threshold value for the local maxima, the mine will be detected.

Pattern recognition through a neural network is a relatively new and complicated method. It
requires a lot of known results of LMR image data, and uses these data to train the neural
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network to achieve the optimized parameter configuration for landmine identification. The
essence of this method is described as follows:

The neural network is composed of multiple layers, and in each layer we have certain nodes
which can be interpreted as variables. A full permutation of weight factors which can be
interpreted as coefficients connect the nodes of the adjacent layers. The number of layers of
the neural network is selected according to the specific problem. By using a great number of
LMR image data of known mines at different depths-of-burial, the weight factors can be
optimized. Then we can use this neural network to detect land mines in LMR images.
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3. Resonant Microstrip Patch Antenna

3.1 RMPA Principles

Recent theoretical and controlled laboratory studies provided direct evidence that a new type
of fast responding (milliseconds) nonintrusive electromagnetic wave sensor can be applied in
the detection of subsurface objects. The Resonant Microstrip Patch Antenna (RMPA) sensors
are constructed with high conductivity metal layers on each side of a thin dielectric layer.
RMPA, developed by Raton Technology Research (RTR) and NASA Johnson Space Center
(JSC), has been extensively investigated for the detection of small nonmetallic antipersonnel
land mines.
The newly developed RMPA sensing technology can be modeled as a high-Q resonant cavity
that capitalizes on its resonant sensitivity to changes in overlying layer physical and electrical
parameters. Both resonant frequency and impedance of a high-Q microstrip patch antenna are
highly sensitive to coal layer thickness. The high-Q cavity is formed by a circular copper patch
and ground plane. The physics principles of the RMPA will be described in the following
paragraphs.

The RMPA sensor can be modeled as a high-Q cavity that capitalizes on its resonant
sensitivity such that a distinct advantage is obtained over a nonresonant EM wave sensor. The
wall of the high-Q cavity illustrated in Figure 26 is formed by the circular copper patch and the
ground plane. The E-field within the cavity is excited/sensed by a vertical uprobe* at the
feedpoint The TMI1 mode E-field within the cavity and the fringing E-fields are illustrated by
arrow symbols. The magnetic (H) fields are not shown; however, they are orthogonal to the
E-fields and form the magnetic wall enclosing the cavity. The fringing E-fields (and H-fields)
play an important part in the RMPA. The fringing EM fields are the coupling mechanisms
between the internal cavity fields and external fields.

FrignEFld|b

F oodPont

Figure 26. Vertical cross section of the RA4PA sensor including electric field lines.
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The fringing E-fields cause a polarized electromagnetic field to propagate from RMPA and into
the dielectric coal layer. The E-field is predominately polarized along the axis through the
feedpoint and electrical short. The radiation pattern is null at right angles to the axis. In the
RMPA system, the primary field energy propagates upward from the antenna. It is important to
realize that the E-field is essentially tangential to the layer being sensed. The reflection
coefficient due to a difference in electrical parameters at each layer boundary can be
determined. This gives rise to sensing signal.

The single high-Q RMPA transmits primary EM fields and senses the reflected and scattered
secondary fields through its altered resonant condition. A continuous wave (CW) is emitted from
RMPA and is partly reflected and partly transmitted at the soil-mine interface. The transmitted
portion of the wave is reflected from the discontinuity in electrical conductivity and dielectric
constant resulting from the occurrence of a buried object

The return signal to the RMPA is coupled through the fringing field and alters the E-field at the
feedpoint. The E-field produces a voltage at the feedpoint and when divided by the current
results in an impedance (ohms law). The returning electric field changes the feedpoint
impedance. The microprocessor-controlled electronics change the frequency until the
measured impedance is real. This is the resonant frequency of the sensor. The resonant
impedance is measured and changes by a significant amount when the coal thickness changes.
The real (R) and imaginary (X) values of the RMPA feedpoint impedance were measured over

...a range of frequencies with an HP 4191A RF impedance analyzer. The measured data is
presented in Figure 27.

1W
j ;
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Figure 27. Measured 850 MAtz RPA sensor feedpoint impedance versus frequency.
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The resonant impedance (ohms) curve to the upper right (A) was measured with the RMPA
sensor radiating into free space. The lower left curve (B) was measured when RMPA was
pressed against a low conductivity coal layer. The real (R) component (resistance in ohms) of
the feedpoint impedance versus frequency curve illustrates the resonant characteristics of the
high-Q cavity. The resistance rapidly changes on each side of the resonant frequency. The
imaginary component (X) rapidly changes in the neighborhood of resonance. RMPA derives its
sensitivity from the slope of the impedance characteristic in the vicinity of resonance. A slight
change in frequency causes a significant change in impedance.

A resonant sensor loop of wire was originally investigated by David Chang in his Ph.D. work
under R. W. P. King at Harvard. Later, Chang and Wait present the antenna input admittance
dependence on layer characteristics in analytical form. They define the admittance of a
resonant antenna as the current at the feedpoint divided by the applied voltage. This is
mathematically given by:

00

Y-I-G+jB = 1o+2E'. COS m4;
m1l

1-1 = j120 72(+a)

where G = the input conductance of the antenna,
amp = the primary contribution of an isolated antenna with no adjacent layered

media,
and am8  = the contribution due to the adjacent layered media.

The Chang-Wait equations describe the antenna input admittance in the presence of a layered
half space and were originally applied to uncut coal layer thickness. By using transcendental
equations to define amP and am', as the layer thickness increases, G oscillates around a value
G, with a decaying amplitude. As the thickness increases to- a very large value, the value of G
converges to G,.

3.2 Land Mine Detection

Since the EDIT land mine detector will often scan over non-uniform surfaces, causing the
height of the sensor head above the ground to vary, the question of height measurement
naturally arises. If the height were known, then the data processing algorithms can account for
height variation. The test data shows that for frequencies in the 850-MHz band, the measured
resonant frequency and impedance versus height characteristics are consistent for both sand
and clay soils. These data can be used in a calibration algorithm. The detection sensitivity for
two different RMPA resonant conditions was investigated. The resonant conditions are:

Resonant in free space: Impedance Techniques (RSZ and RMZ)Real (Zr) and
imaginary (7, parts of the feed-point impedance are measured at constant frequency
(F.)
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Resonant when pointing into the soil: Resonant Technique (RZ) The resonant
frequency (Fo) and resonant impedance (Z, -real part) are measured

The free space resonant condition is important in that impedance measurements can be made
an order of magnitude faster because resonance is only determined during calibration.
Another issue relates to the possible differences in sensitivity between rectangular and circular
patch antennas. The detection sensitivity is complicated by the standing wave's variation with
both frequency and burial depth.

3.2.1. RMPA Detection Sensitivity

The detection sensitivity of RMPA is defined as the change in resonant frequency and
impedance as RMPA is swept over a buried object. This report will attempt to determine
whether the EDIT Land Mine Detector needs to measure both resonant frequency and
impedance during every sampling event, or operate at some calibrated constant frequency,
such as the free space (free space) resonant frequency and only sample the impedance
components. Controlled laboratory tests have been conducted at Raton Technology
Research, Inc. (RTR) to characterize circular as well as rectangular RMPA patch designs.
These tests were designed to explore the sensitivity of the RMPA patches, as well as provide
critical data to aid in the development of the EDIT system hardware and operational
algorithms. The goal of the experiments was to determine electrical properties for a variety of
soil conditions, target land mine types, and RMPA designs in an attempt to optimize the
detection system. These properties include real and imaginary components of impedance,
resonant frequency, and resonant impedance.

The RMPA antennas used were a circular patch of resonant frequency 888 MHz, and a dual
feed-point rectangular patch of resonant frequencies 635 and 838 MHz. Both patches possess
dielectric constants of 3 and are composed of copper sheeting over a dielectric media and
were designed and manufactured by NASA.

Although the target simulants were non-metallic anti-personnel land mines, a metal land mine
simulant was also included in laboratory tests. The metallic land mine simulant predominated
the non-metallic response. The conclusion drawn from the data is that EDIT is a sensitive
metal as well as non-metallic land mine detector. The data confirms that the detection
sensitivity increases as water percentage (by weight) increases and soil grain size decreases
in the soil surrounding the land mine. The data also suggests that the detection sensitivity
increases with frequency. The sensitivity at 635 MHz was less than the detection sensitivity of
850 MHz antenna. Either the real or imaginary parts of the impedance reach a maximum over
the land mine target. This behavior suggests that an algorithm that would square the real and
imaginary parts and sum together would maximize the results over the target. Figure 28 shows
the RMPA impedance response of three different frequency patches over a PMA-3 non-
metallic antipersonnel land mine.
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Figure 28: Frequency comparison of RA4PA impedance response to a plastic mine at 5 cm depth in 1%
moisture sand.

The experimental conditions tested included sand samples of variable moisture content. As
well as moisture percentage, the degree of salinity was also variable. Several extreme

* comparisons of mine detectability where made including that of dry sand to saturated fresh
water sand, and that of moderately saline sand to super-saturated brine water sand. The
results of the tests indicate that it is not the presence of water that may decrease detection
sensitivity, but rather the presence of ionic solution resulting from salt content. The greater the
salinic molality of the saturating fluid, the greater the load on the resonant patch. The only way
to combat this patch over load is by increasing the average offset distance of the patch to the
ground. This greater offset distance creates a decrease in the magnitude of a land mine's
electrical anomaly and thus its detectability wanes as well. However, for saline conditions at
normal saturation levels, the detection sensitivity decreased very little in both the metallic and
non-metallic land mine scans.
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3.2.2. RMPA Antenna Development

The di-electric 10.2 antenna patches, received from NASA, have being tested in the laboratory
target sand tubs. These two patches are dual-feed antennas constructed of a thin 25mii di-
electric substrate and have resonant frequency parameters of 468/302 MHz for the rectangular
patch, and 821/616 MHz for the square patch. During testing, both the height response and
detection sensitivity were examined and compared to that of the di-electric 3 patches. The
conditions for comparison include target burials of 0 to 5 cm and soil types of sand at 0%
moisture and clay sediment at 10% moisture.

In comparing the detection sensitivity of the two new patches it was obvious that the smaller
sized high frequency antenna (821/616 MHz) possessed the greatest sensitivity to anti-
personnel mine targets at normal depths of burial and antenna stand-off distances. This
results from the narrower aperture and wavelength of the patch's radiating field. The height
response of this patch was also of considerably high quality in both repeatability and phase
response. The most significant observation made during soil tests with the new antenna was
the textbook response to various targets including mines, voids, and mounds, as well as the
consistent ability to distinguish between all of the above. In comparing the magnitudes of the
real and imaginary components of patch impedance during free space resonance during the
soil scans, the absolute sign of the impedance variation provided direct evidence as to the
target type. For example, both components are positive over an open soil void, both
components are negative over a mound structure on the surface, and the components are of
opposite sign for a land mine target which is essentially a buried void. The specific sign
convention of the components aids in the estimation of the mines burial depth. For the 821
MHz measurement, a positive real part and negative imaginary corresponded to a shallow
burial (0 to 2 cm) and the opposite sign convention indicated a deeper burial depth (3 to 6 cm).
It follows that this behavior is probably cyclical with increased burial depth as determined
through basic wavelength analysis, with decreases in magnitudes and increases in anomaly
width also resulting. Figure 29 shows the impedance anomalies for a soil void and surface
mound using the 821/616 MHz di-electric 10.2 RMPA patch.

In comparing the two different di-electric resonant patches (di-electric 3 and 10) in contention
for the standard operating antenna in the EDIT detector, it was vital examine the detection
sensitivity of the two different dual-feed rectangular patches. The 3 di-electric patch operated
at 835/635 MHz and is twice the size and weight of the 10 di-electric patch at 821/616 MHz.
However the larger patch showed greater versatility for detection of targets over a great range
of soil types and moisture conditions which in specific instances the smaller patch provided
more sensitivity and resolution. Therefore it has been decided to continue using both
patches, alternately, for preliminary testing within the sensor head enclosure. It has also been
decided that an addition antenna with a higher lower band will be built such that the patch's
low end will run in the 660 to 680 MHz range instead of the low 600's. This is necessary due
to the operating range of the new CFS/D's voltage control oscillator. This will not affect the
detection capabilities or system development schedule.
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Figure 29: RMPA impedance response to a soil void and surface mound using the 821/616 MHz
frequency, 10.2 di-electric dual feed-point patch..

We do not yet have field data from the RF circuitry. However, data specifically recorded by the
EDIT electronics will be available after lab testing in the middle of April. Correlation between

SHP soil tests and EDIT detector field tests are the focus of our local field tests to be conducted
in April at an outdoor test lane site in Raton. RMPA data recorded at RTR are continuously
being sent to LANL for algorithm design for the height correction processing. Detailed analysis
of the algorithm efficiency will continue and the refined structure will be moved to the 386
platform of the Elan SC300 microprocessor in February. The theoretical response of the
antenna to height variations as predicted by the correcting algorithm is still well correlated to
the laboratory experimental antenna tests.

An analytic representation of the electrodynamics of RMPA landmine detection has been
developed to the extent that it shows good qualitative agreement with laboratory tests. This
representation uses an approximation to the 3-D standing waves established between the
patch antenna, the air-earth interface, and the landmine. This work has elucidated features of
detector operation that are incorporated into a mathematical algorithm to convert detector
impedance characteristics into recognizable indicators of land mine presence. The previously
discussed RTR data is in good agreement with the analytic representation. Work is currently
underway to adapt the detection algorithm to the specific characteristics of the hardware and
adapt the system to the wide range of field conditions anticipated.
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4. EDIT Land Mine Detector

4.1 EDIT System Description

The EDIT Detector development, as described in the previous Phase 1 Monthly Reports, has
produced an instrument design that is entirely self contained, portable, ergonomic, and low
maintenance. The goal of the development was to create an affordable and sustainable
instrument designed to collapse and fold up on it self for easy transport with a minimum of
steps and does not require external connector attachments. The design also incorporates a
more ambidextrous versatility that allows an out-of-the-box operating capability with no in-field
modification of the assembled instrument. Besides the ergonomic design features, the
instrument produces silhouette images to assist in identification of the buried source object.
The EDIT detector's mechanical design includes three main sections:

"* Sensor Head with Positioning System
"* User Interface with RF Modem
"• Power Center with Battery Monitor

4.1.1. Sensor Head

The sensor head consists of a 10-inch diameter acrylic composite chamber containing the RF
circuits, metal detector, x-y positioning transmitter, and RMPA antenna. The sensor head, as
seen in Figure 30, is connected to the lower chassis shaft at a cylindrical swivel joint. The
tension screw at this joint allows adjustable positioning angles to the telescopic lower shaft.
The wiring connector for the sensor head protrudes from the lower shaft just above the swivel
joint and attaches to the head with a ratcheting mil-spec connector. The acrylic sensor head
skeleton is capped by 0.25" removable upper and lower Lexan plates and covered by a
0.0625" Lexan shell. The 0.125" thick lower plate contains housing for the RMPA antenna.
The upper plate possesses the standoff mounts for the electronics as well as the lower shaft
attachment joint and sensor cable connector. The assembled weight of the sensor head is
presently 2.9 lbs. and plans for a more lightweight injection molded enclosure are pending.

The electronics assembly consists of the RF board, CFS/D board, digital interface board, and
the microprocessor board. These 4 circuit boards, connected via PC-104 standard bus, and
mounted to the upper head plate extend down 3 inches from the upper mounts and 1 inch up
from the antenna. Sufficient space has been left to accommodate the LANL positioning
subsystem whose antenna should be located on the sensor head directly above the resonant
patch center-point.
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Figure 30: Photographs of the EDIT Land Mne Detector Sensor Head built for prototype testing of the
hand-held unit.

4.1.2. User Interface

The user interface is the entire front section of upper chassis consisting of a handgrip with
trigger switch, master microprocessor, and visual display. The display unit resides within a
protected enclosure attached to the top of the handgrip forming a weatherproof enclosure.
The user interface functionality is ambidextrous in nature and allows the instrument to be
operated via the soft keypads and recording switch accessible with the gripping hand. The soft
keys on the display unit are just above the handgrip within reach of the user's thumb. The
data record switch exits the front of the handgrip where it is easily toggled like a forefinger
trigger. These functions are fluidly operated by either the left or right hand, while maintaining
control of the sensor head with the handgrip. The data transmission modem is currently
attached to the front of the display housing. An internal speaker provides audio tones based
on the detection of subsurface objects.

The cabling has been completed for the display, which is now capable of showing characters
on the Seiko G321 EX model. The G321 EX requires 4 bit data, which is compatible with the
Elam SC300 controller, which drives 4 bits of pixel data at a time. The gray scale/ color
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requires 2 bits per pixel. The display resolution is a 320 x 240 pixel system with 1 bit per pixel
and will have a refresh rate of either 57.4 or 86.1 Hz depending on the undecided CGA/HGA
display modes. In addition, the display housing drawings are being reviewed for subsequent
construction and assembly. Work also continues on specific messages exchanged by sub-
modules in the system, and on the internal control of the LCD by the Elan SC300
microcontroller. Figure 31 is a photograph of the operational display screen.

In

Figure 31: Photograph of the newly operational Seiko G321EX display screen.

Figure 32 diagrams the intended layout of the user interface display, including view screen,
operational indicators, and soft key pad. The operational indicator screens below the main
display will lead the user through the 4 main steps of operation: power-up and self tests,
instrument calibration, homing of x-y position system, and recording of field data.
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Figure 32: Diagrams of the user interface display showing the potential order of operation.
This procedure will include system tests, sensor calibration, home positioning, and finally the recording
offield measurements.

4.1.3. Power Management

The Power Center enclosure at the rear section of upper chassis contains the two D-cell
battery packs. The battery pack design allows the insertion of 8 D-cells in series. to be loaded
from the rear of the pack in a procedure similar to loading a flashlight The power center
enclosure is a permanent extension of the upper chassis and serves as the counter-balance
weight to the assembly. The Power Center, seen in Figure 33, performs both battery
monitoring and battery charging. Battery charging is accomplished by an external 9-volt AC
adapter or 24-volt DC solar panel, either of which can be attached to a jack in the rear of the
module. For more advanced power monitoring during this development phase, the Power
Center also contains a 9-pin serial port, LCD display, and keypad. A warning speaker
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indicates a low battery level and an external switch controls power to the rest of the instrument
and is externally fused.

P-M

Figure 33: Advanced Power Center containing microcomputer controlled battery monitoring circuitry,
charging jacks, 9-pin serial port, power warning speaker, and externalfuse jack.

The Power Center is compatible with all the following battery chemistries: NiCd, NiMH, Sealed
Lead Acid, Rechargeable Alkaline Manganese, Li-lon, and Li-Polymer. During field testing
standard Alkaline D-cells will be used.

Power management involves to different systems; battery monitoring and power regulation.
Internal voltage regulation will be done by individual subsystems using the power bus lines.
The sensor head electronics have 3 +5Vdc (5Watt) step up switchers (MAX608 designs) and 1
-5Vdc inverter (MAX774) attached to one of the 3 +5Vdc switchers. Two of the three MAX608
switchers are assigned and so is the -5Vdc inverter. The remaining +5Vdc 5Watt switcher is
available for the xy-positioner or it can use the unregulated battery supply. Both of these
available outputs are connectorized using the Molex type or Berg type. 100" spacing right
angle posts. Also, the RS485 lines from the Embedded PC104 are also available on this same
connector.
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4.2 EDIT Mechanical and Software Design

4.2.1. Prototype Assembly

The assembled detector prototype, with resonant microstrip patch antenna (RMPA), graphical
user interface, and 8 D-cell batteries installed weighs just over 18 lbs. The block diagram of the
EDIT Land Mine Detector is shown in Figure 34.

Dipa RF Wireless V
Display

Master TransmissionF-

Microprocessor

Wand Display---

Sensor Head RS-485

SMetal X- lRF J atryI

Detector Poiin Circuits Monitor

RMPA

Figure 34: Block diagram of EDIT Land Mine Detector sub-systems.

The mechanical design of the EDIT detector includes telescoping tube sections between the
User Interface and the Battery Pack (designated "Upper Chassis") and between the User
Interface and the Sensor Head (designated "Lower Chassis"). At present, each tube chassis is
constructed of aluminum sections containing retractile cables, which allow for extending or
retracting the over-all instrument length. This should allow the user to comfortably modify the
"fit" of the unit for operation.

An operational prototype detector is currently being assembled at RTR and includes only the
sensor head, chassis, and power center. The user interface has been built by LANL and is
currently being integrated into the instrument. The EDIT Land Mine Detectors current
mechanical design is rugged, low maintenance, and weather resistant. This portable field
instrument, shown in Figure 35, is designed to collapse and fold in on it self for easy transport
and storage with a minimum of steps, and is entirely self contained, requiring no external
connectors.
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Figure 35: Series ofphotos showing the deployment procedure for the EDIT detector.

4.2.2. Chassis and Cable System

The lower chassis is attached to the upper chassis at a fully adjustable swill mount directly
behind the handgrip. The handgrip position is controlled by a ball and socket swivel joint
allowing complete adjustment by the user. The upper and lower shafts contain pigtail cable
within their inner diameter through which 8-conductor wire harness travels from the display to
the sensor head, and back to the power center. The upper shaft also has 3-section telescopic
ability to allow lever arm extension for the counter-balance weight adjustment.

The connectors are of the MIL-C-38999 series III type, and consist of an 11-shell size, 0.750-
diameter thread, and 5-pin connector shell with a 11-5 insert. Pins are 20 contact size, rated at
7.5 amperes. The connector was changed from 8-pin to 5-pin, allowing the minimum number
of cable conductors to be used (2 for RS-485; 2 for Battery + and -; and one spare), and works
out fine for the 5-conductor retractile cable chosen for each chassis. The cable requirements
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result from the fact that the chassis segments shall remain as lightweight as possible, but
extend out to 4 feet, if possible.

A 5-conductor retractile communication cable with polypropylene insulation (0.012") and a PVC
jacket was chosen. The cable has an operating temperature range of -20 degrees C to 80
degrees C, and a voltage rating of 300 Volts at I Ampere. The cable-retracted length is 1 ft.,
extended length of 5 ft., and has 12-inch leads. Readily available tube sections were taken
from "Bogen/Manfrotto" camera tripods and modified for a new demo unit. The revised cabling
will use 5-conductor mil connectors as shown in Figure 36.

DBotter-y

[ - - Pc •

t5-onductor retroctile cable

- 5-conductor rectrotite cable at
/ RS-R85 -

batt- p re
R 4 + o P located Inside tubing

spare
oCototd Inside tubing

Figure 36: Schematic of EDIT wire harness and connector design and module conductor assignments.

Also, it was be determined that each sub-system is to provide its own power regulation.
Separate regulators will be designed into the display unit and the Sensor Head electronic
package. (Regulator circuits are already developed for the Head computer, RF and CFS/D
boards and a regulator for the X-Y transmitter).

Please also note that the connector wiring is shown so that the minimum number of connector
pins are used, keeping in mind that this could eventually change to a three-connector wiring
harness 'down the road' (which will be more manufacturable for volume production). This
cabling scheme also maintains a spare line if needed, since a 5-conductor connector is
standard.
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4.2.3 System Software

The control software for the measurement instrumentation has been completed and tested with
the new Power/Input/Output Interface board. The RTR control program will act as a slave
component to the master control program being run on the User Interface processor. The RTR
program makes continuous measurements when enabled and reports the immediately
previous measurement data upon command from the master program. An auxiliary master
program for testing the RTR control software has also been completed and will be used for
testing / data collection until the Los Alamos master program is available.

The RTR control software is written in Watcom C and runs under the QNX real-time operating
system. The control program will be run on a MSM386 microcomputer from Advanced Digital
Logic. This microcomputer has a PC104 form factor with the standard PC104 connections and
will be positioned near the top of the measurement instrumentation board "stack". Besides
performing the control functions required by the instrument, this microcomputer contains a
RS485 interface and provides communication with the User Interface master microcomputer.
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5. Positioning Systems

The positioning system is a key component in the multiple-sensor mine detection system. The
same positioning system will also be used by the RMPA detector which will provide a common
mine field coordinate system for all three detector or sensor systems during the landmine
detection. In the detection process, the RMPA system will scan the field first and a coarse
grain mine field map will be generated in real time. After detecting and marking possible mine
objects, the LMR system will image the suspected areas marked by RMPA with the common
positioning system confirming the location. There are at least two options for the positioning
system; one is an RF x-y positioning system which uses microwave and its phase information
to measure the location and the other is a two dimensional sonic x-y digitizer system that uses
sonic technology to measure and digitize location.

5.1 RF X-Y Positioning System

The fundamental configuration of the RF x-y positioning system is three receivers and one
transmitter. The transmitter will be located at a fixed position on the LMR vehicle and the three
receivers are located along a reference base line behind the survey area. After RMPA scans
the area, the scanned area will be digitized and stored in the computer and suspected objects
will be marked on the field and highlighted in the digital map. As the LMR system approaches
these areas, the RF x-y positioning system will sample the location of LMR system
continuously. When the x-ray tube head is at a suitable location for imaging the suspected
object, the vehicle stops and the LMR system starts to image the area which is suitable to
cover the suspected object.

5.1.1 Description of EDIT Detector X-Y Positioning System

The configuration of the positioning antennas during a survey composed of 1 meter square
sections is diagramed in the Figure 37.

1 meter
survey

T= grid
Transmitter located in

the sensor head

Figure 37: Configuration of Receiver Antenna Base Line with 10 meter Separation during field survey.
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The vertically polarized transmitting antenna is located in the sensor head of the EDIT detector
with the RMPA antenna. The companion receiver antennas are located along a reference
base line behind the survey area and operator. The basic theory of the positioning system
relies on the measurement of the 50 MHz signal phase shift with changing travel path length
between the Tx and Rx units. The X-Y Positioning System Block Diagram is illustrated in the
Figure 38.

- FI Limiter

F. Phase AD
Ft -"Detector

• ~hase
Detector

Figure 38: Block Diagram ofX-Y Positioning System's phase sensitive electronics.

This phase shift is defined by a system of equations relating the transmitted frequency, the
local oscillating frequency, and the received mixed and filtered frequencies.

Transmitted Frequency is defined as:
Ft = A sin (wo t + eo)

Where coo = 2 7r Fo
Fo = operating frequency in Hz (50e6 Hz)
0o = initial phase shift

The local oscillator frequency is Flo and is set such that F, - Flo =Ff

The Received Frequencies are defined as:

FRI = AB sin (coo t + 0o+ (360/,) I1)
Fn = AB sin (oo t + Go+ (360/X) 12)

FR3 = AB sin (coo t + Oo+ (360/X) 13)
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However, the filtered frequencies after the mixers are defined as:

FR1r = ABC sin (olf t + [Oo - Olo +01] + (360/X) I1)
FF•rm = ABC sin (Olf t + [Oo - Olo +02] + (360/X) 12)
FR3m = ABC sin (Col t + [Qo - Olo +03] + (360/X) 13)

The signal is limited prior to phase detection. A switching type phase detector effectively
mixes the signal.

However, the filtered frequencies after the mixers are defined as:

FDu = D sin ([01 - 82] + (360/X) [11 - 12])

FDL= D sin ([02 - 03] + (360/X) [12- 13])

Thus, during a survey, the three measured phase shifts will provide a spatial coordinate
relative to the base-line array distance. These coordinates will be attached to RMPA
impedance values at 1-cm intervals within the survey grid.

5.1.2 Positioning System Instrumentation

The deliverable version of the x-y positioning system is currently being built by LANL. The
design has been modified to make the sensor head lighter and the positioning system more
robust. Initially, three receivers, each at a different frequency, were to be placed in the sensor
head, while the transmitter was in a fixed position in a small base station located behind the
test lanes. Now, three receivers will be housed in the base station, and one transmitter at a
single frequency will be located on the sensor head. This configuration is more deterministic
than the original solution, and yields a more unique and simpler transfer function as well.
Laboratory tests have verified that the new design meets all system specifications and
requirements. The RF modems are now able to communicate x-y data.

5.2 Sonic X-Y Positioning System

The sonic x-y positioning system has a sonic impulse generator and a receiver and a
processing system. A commercial product designed for digitizing maps can be used in place of
the RF X-Y Location system for a self-contained demining positionor. The sonic impulses
which are generated continuously by the impulse generator are received by the receiver and
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the distance between these two is calculated and processed and stored in the computer.
Similar to the RF system described above, the sonic impulse generator will be located at fixed
position on the EDIT Sensor Head, the distance will be continuously determined. Due to
restrictions of this positioning system, the effective real-time maximum scanning area is 100
cm by 150 cm. In field operations the sonic receiver would be placed at the start line of the
lane being surveyed. The sonic data would then be transmitted from the sonic receiver by RS-
232 wireline or by a RIF modem.
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6. Nuclear Quadripole Resonance (NQR)

It is believed that using synchronous detection where the receiver noise bandwidth is
minimized can enhance detection sensitivity. Therefore, experts in nuclear physics and
electrical engineering are currently assessing the direct combination of the associated
hardware of RMPA and NQR. The NQR signal is an oscillating magnetic field, while the
resonant antenna is designed to create strong electric coupling, however much of the requisite
electronics for both systems are very similar.

In an investigation by S.K. Lamoreaux of LANL Physics Division, the applicability of NQR to
mine detection was discussed. As reported in the Appended Technical Report, Lamoreaux
concludes that the ferrite bar magnet has a net signal increase of a factor of 10 over a pick-up
coil for measuring induced voltage for NQR detection of RDX. The report also states that a
SQUID magnetometer may be the most promising sensor based on its increased magnetic
sensitivity. However, NQR is described as being limited to a small class of explosive crystalline
structures with large quadruple precession frequencies.
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7. SYSTEM RELATIONSHIP

In the proposed multiple-sensor detection system, the relationship between the lateral
migration radiography (LMR) system and resonant microstrip patch antenna (RMPA) system
will be as follows:

* Several hand-held EDIT Detectors will be used to search an area for buried or surface
mine-like objects. Whenever a suspect image is produced, that location will be marked with
a color-code representing the suspected object size category.

* The LMR system, which will be guided by the same RF or sonic x-y positioning system
used by RMPA, will scan the marked site to obtain LMR images of suspected objects. After
image processing and application of target recognition algorithms, the objects will be
identified as mines or non-mine objects.

* For mines, information will be provided on the type, shape, x-y location and depth-of-burial.

7.1 System Integration

Work not started. Phase II document proposing system integration is pending.
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Appendix

Overview of Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance
Based Mine Detection
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S.K. Lamoreaux, Los Alamos Natiodal Laboratory where N is the volume density of the nuclews of interest, y
Physics Division, P-23 is the gyromapnetle ratio (rad/s/G), wo is the quadrupole

Neutron Science and Tecbnology, M.S. H183 resonance precession frequency (rad/s), I is the nuclear
Los Alamos, NM 87545 spin, a is a cnstant of order unity, H1 is the radiofre-

Fcb. 17, 1998 quency magnetic field strength, and t. is the R pulse
width; this formula assumes that t, is much less than

the relaxation time. k is Boltzmann's factor, and T is

1. OVERVIEW OF NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE the sample tomptrature.

RESONANCE BASED MINE DETECTION The precession signal is in phase with the RIF pulse,
and is directed along the RF pul.e axis t.

A. Report Contents Taking as an example 100 g of the explosive RDX,
we find, vdth the following parameters (density 1.5 g/cc,

In this review, I give an overview of expectedi 38% 'IN):

strengths and eflicacy of various detection methods in = 21r(5 MH,)
the application of Nuclear Quadrupole Resonance. (NQPR)

to detect explosives; the primary motivation is4or the
remote detection of anti-personnel land-mines, but this N - 2.45 x 1025/m 3

technology might ham application to, for example, air-
port security. This report will be focussed toward land-
mine detection.

In See- [B, an estimate of the signal strengthý for tbo
,idcal" explosive RDX will be given. In Sec. II, the 1
physics of magnetic flux collection by a ferrite rod is de-
veloped, and it is shown that use of such offers a number
of advantages in regard to detection of the NQR mag- T = 300 K,

netiastion sisnal. In Sec. III, the effects of shielding and taking t. such that the sin term bi about unity, that
by corctmvis-i nmsidered. Sec. IV gives an the precesaing magnetition has amplitudea
of the applicability of S.QUID detection to this ljroblem.

In Sec. V, possible application to other explosive ma- M = = 1.33 x 10-4J/(T mi). (2)
terials Is considered, and what material propedties are
important for reliable detection by NQR. In Sec. VI•, the This ain:mie a perfect crystalline material, in which case
conclusions of my study are presented. the precessing magnetization is homogeneous throughout

the sample.
If the sample Is in the form of a sphere, the magnetic

B. SigxW Strength I. nduction as a function of position along the x axis is

* given by (See Ret 2, p. 197)
NQR based mine detection is based on the obser•v•ation e

of a specific magnetization preceion signal associated (3)
with a coupling of the 14N nuclear quadrupole moment

with a local crystal field. wxe po =4w x 10- aud V is the sample volume in m3 .
Under equilibrium conditions, the 14N ;nuclear For a 100 g.samnple, the field 20 cm away is thus

quadrupole moment will become aligned in the local mli-
crocopic electric field at each lattice site in a crystalline B. = 1.4 x 10-1 T. (4)
materia. If the quadrupole moment orientatioi is sub-
jected to a radiofrequency magnetic spin flip pulse, the For direct electrical pickup, assume a 10 turn oed, 10
net orientation will be transformed to a processing mag. cm diameter, tuned to resonance, and Q = 20. The volt-
weization; the associated frequencies are a speaifc sit- age. induced on this cold by thte ocillating magnetic field
nature of a given material. is given by (assuming a constant magnetic field across

Abragara (Rpd. 1, p. 259 if) estimates the zhageti- the cod)
tation signal as & function of time for a sing]6 perect
crystal, when the orientation axis is alonge: V = Qz:nAB, = 0.7 uV (5)

N where n is the number of turns and A is the coil cross
M3 (2) = s uin(wot): (1) sectional area& However, in this estimate, we have as-

/ 1)sumed that the sample Is In the form ofa perfect crystal.

In fact, for a typical polycrystallne material, we must

13



average over all possible crystal axis angles, and such 'on= T ( V" W +
averaging will reduce the above estimate by a factor of 2
aboourt 1. Nate. that increasing the pickup mil diameter The potential at the center Of either end, due to the
will not give rise to a larger signal; this is becauso the Q pole distribution along the rod length is
diminishes for a larger diameter, and the variatibn in B2
across the diameter must be taken into account. Also, aat z(
the maximum it- i lmited bocausa of self-rsonarnce of J/2 /N + {z - t/2 £ t

the coil. 
+

Thus, in order to detect a 100 g sample of RDX at 20 which can be integrated to yield
cm distance from a 10 cm diameter pickup coil, we must
beabletodetectaO.1IV ignalwith aS/Nof.about5 ,- aOIJ [-1- l+ a-:+ 1r(r + a2+ .
in about a 1 kHz bandwidth; this i a difficult problem.

(13)

IL FLUX COLLECTION INTO A FERRITB ROD The difference in the total potential on eitther end, di-
vided by the separation between the ends t is equal to

Use of a ferrite bar coil antenna can significintly in- the magnetic field at the center:
crease the detected signal by Increasing the effdctive di- _2_+ _ K (14)
ameter of a pickup coil; a ferrite rod of lenoh I will He 14= =
collect flux out to a radius of order t2, with only a small
effect due to the rod diameter 2R. Therefore, v can be where
increased; in addition, Q remains high. The effective flux
suck-in area can be estimated as follows. K=1- / +a I

Working in cylindrical coordinates, we assume the rod
center is at z = 0, p = 0. 7%e ends ame at z = :14/2. As-zhnv'T + a) + 2a-2 - 2v'~ . (~
surning a simple model of the effective surface pole den- +

6ty that gives rise to the 'magnetic potential0 h.thmn the The constant ao is determined by the requirement that
rod, by requiring that the Internal magnetic field is zero for a high permeability material (p --t o), the internal
(true for a high permeability materi"l) due to the cancel- field H. due to the surface pole distribution must cancel
lation of the external field by the surface pole detisity, the the initial external field H0 (no net H field within the
magnetic induction within the rod can be determined. rod); this implies that

Assime a surface pole density of
a) on ends, ooK/a - Ho

a'(p) = onst = o*: (6) which determines oao.
Next, for a high permeability material, the field must

b) along length enter normal to the surface. This implies that every sur-
2 =face pole gives rise to a unit of flux. The net internal

0r(2) = 2Caoz/fi (7) magnetic field, as a function of z along the length of the
where a is a constant to be experimentally dete-mined, rod, is given by the Integral of the surface pole distribu-

whee isa onsan tobeexnritetaly etemied tion up to that point:,The magnetic field is given by

)(8) 4.(-) Ito 2[f fopdp + 2wRcr(z')dz] (16)

where w or, at the center of the rod,

ds. (9)
4w= fS . : 9 ,= P0o rR + 2 .0 = =p 0 corR2(1 + oca/2).

The potential at the center of each rod end, due to the (17)
pole distribution on both ends, is

pole~~ diarkbtio otbohensei ratio of the magnetic Alux through a loop equal
(( in diameter to that of the rod, with and without the rod

2fo odp (10 inplace gives

whidt in the limit a ntR >> 1 gives I1

... 2



which can be thought of as the flux collection factor. The "' • ' ' ..

relative error of this formula is approximately 1hig, so for
> JD the error is less than 10%.
Experimental measurements on a rod of diameter 1.3

cm and length 15.8 cmn, with permeability -= 5.5, indi-
cates that a = 2.0 * .01 (found by measuring !(z)). j
The experimentally measured r. = 130 k 10 which com-
paru well with . = 120 from the above theory. - 6.

In rpegrd to NQR detention, even though the cross

sectional area A is smaller when a ferrite rod is used, the 4

effective diameter is approximatcly equal to the lingth of
the rod. In addition, with a ferrite bar n can be increased,
as well as Q; the net gain in flux collection and induced
voltage can be of order a factor of 10 greater than for a
bare coil, bringing the above voltage estimate to about 1
pV which is a more reasonable signal.

0 50 ug 15 4W 4W

A. Additlonal Inductance of a Loop when plaoed We immediately see the advantage to use of a ferrite
over an Infinitely Long Rod of PermeabiUty p' rod to collect the flux; the rod length can be made very

large, thereby increasing the effective cross sectional area,
*This problrm is solved in Smythe (RefL 2), p. 324, while not unduly increasing the coil Inductance. The

Problem 15. We are considering rods with tAR >> 1 so smaller cyrss sectional rea meams that a grmates num-

the infinite length approximation is reasonabcle . ix of turns can be added. Tadng the rae of a 30 cm

From Ref. 2, in the case where -the Coil is wound di- long ferrite bar, 1 cm diameter, with p = 100, we find
rectly onto the ferrite rod, the change in inductance is it = 300. This Implies that for a coil to give the same re-
given by sponse, without a ferrite rod and with the &ame number

of turns, would have to have a diameter of 17 cm, and the
AL -2poR fo+ d_ (19) Inductance would be 26 times that of a 1 cm diameter coil

""-�Jo "(i - 1)zKo(z)I() + 1 .without the ferrite bar; from the above plot, the effect of

while the inductance of a circular loop wound with wire the rod would be to increase the inductance by a factor

of radiusb, in u e space, is (assuming the high frcquency of 6; this means that n could be increased by a factor of

limit) over two for the ferrite bar, while maintaining the same
inductance as a free space coil. Furthermore, the self res-

L - 4ORp (JzSR/b) - 2] (2o) orant frequency of the ferrite bar is much higher due to
the lower distributed capacitance, and the resistive loss

(for n closely spaced turns, the inductance increaaes by is lower due to the reduced total wire length in the coil;

a factor ng). these fectors together can lcad to an order of magnitude
"Tldng JZ/b sv 20, AL/L can be readily calcu- increase in effective signal detection for a ferrite rod an-

lated as a function of it. A plot is attachcd below. tenna system, as mentioned before, due primarily to the

net increase in Q and n.

Irl. SIELDING DUE TO METAL FOILS OR
CONDUCTIVE SOIL

There are two effects of shielding of the oscillating
field by conductive materials. First, we consider the case
whore we hav set the RF spin flip pulse width to give a

maidmum signal as indicated in Eq. (1) without conduc-
tors. If we parameterize the reduction in magnetia signal
strength by a multiplicative factor f, for P << 1, the sin

term in (1) becomes linear in 6.
Second, the magnetization precmedon udgnal will be re-

duced by a factor of also; together with the reduction in

3 . . •, . . ..
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pulse width, the net signal reduction, In the case 1 < 1, inductance M tnme thLi current. A typical value is M =
becomes proportional to 62. 10 nH giving and input flux of 5 x 10-1s Tm2 which is

The coil used to generate the spin flip RF pulse should 2.4 x 10-3 flux quanta (to).
by a pancake •oi with diameter much greater -than the The energy resolution of a SQUID is given in units of
expectod maximum mine depth. If the diameter of the h, with a 1A1 SQUID having a flux mewsurcment noise of
coil is made equal to the maximum expected mine depth, 0.11so/vIH'• If we take a 10 KEIz bandwidth for our
the. radnction in signal stremgth due tn a non-optimally system, the lh noise would be 10 puo. The above signal
tuned RF pulse due to distance variations will -he mini- estimate can be used to calculate the intrinsic energy
mized. resolution required:

The shelding effects for variows materials can :be easily
estimated; the skin depth for a material of conductivity NA -- (2.4 x 10-3/10 x 10-O)l = 5.76 x 10'
p for a magnetic field of frequency j is given byS so we need a 5%0,00A/ SQUID to achileve a SIN of unity

-i--l - ,In a 10 KHi bandwidth. If we require a S/N on the
Skin depth, cm (21) flux detection of 10, then a 500A1 SQUID is required; the

V Tj intrinsic resolution of an off-tho-shelf Conductus 1020 is

where z is the magnetic permeability of the matrial, and 900h which would be good enough for this application.
p is the volume resistivity in ohm-cm. For cojper, the An important question is whether the SQUID will be
skin depth in 6.62/v acm; for 5 MIz, this thitncss i3 overwhelmed by external electrical noise sources, both
0.001 inch. Since the renvmtivity enters as a square root, natural and man-made. The NQR pickup system could
most pure metals wil be within a factor of 5 of týis value- be enclosed in a nietal box with the bottom open; this

The resistivity of moist ground Is about 1-1 would shield noise from above ground. Also, the ferrite
so the penetration depth is over 1 m in most initanes, bar could be bent In a horseshoe, thereby giving a differ-

The main concern is metallic components or foil used ential measurement along the ground.
in the land-mine; this could either shield or distort the A practical scheme might be to have a low-frequency
HP pulse or magnetization signal. Au engineering study feedback system, keeping the flux on average zero in the
of this point is needed. ferrite bar. The high frequency sitgnal could then be

picked up directly from the SQUID.
The SQUID has an advantage over the direct electrical

IV. SQUID DETECTION OF NQR SIGNAL pickup case in that the sensitivity is linear in the NQR
frequency tj; for the direct pickup, there are two factors

The usec of a (cryogenic) ferrlte rod with a supqr-wn- of utw, the first comes from the Boltzmanz factor Eq- (1)
ducting flux pickup coil coupled into a SQUI. offers a and the second from the rate of flux change through the
number of attractive features. Frst, as mentioned bIe- pickup loop Eq. (5).
fore, the effective cross sectional area of the pickup loop The SQUID could be very well electrically shielded as
can be made arbitrarily large without unduly increasing it is located near the center of the ferrite rod; near the
the loop inductance; this point is particularly important rod center, the external field has been essentially fully
for a coupled SQUID system. Second, the cryogenic sys- sucked into the rod.
tern can be relatively coinpact with the smaller diameter Whether the 900A resolution could be obtained in a
loop. semi-open system is an engineeriug question.

For a I cm diameter coil wouud on a ferrite b with
it = 100, with wire diameter 0.030 Inches, the inductance
is 100 nH (where the correction desribed in Se. IIA is AT A 1 ERTIEE
included); the flux coupled Into this coil is givdn by Eq.
(4) (divided by 6 for the polycrystalline material) and
Eq. (18) (for a 30 can long 1 cm diamctcr rod, x = 300), So far, I have only considered RDX, which appears to
giving be the most favorable explosive for NQR detection. The

following is a list of required properties:
• = 5.5 x lO-X.Ti 1  1. High NQR frequency; the Boltzmann factor in Eq.

leading to a pickup coil current of (1) shows that the signal strength is proportional
to ". For direct electrical pickup, there Is another

4m/Lp = O.=nA. factor of Wo in the flux time dependence. Thus, a
r tmaterial such as TNT will have roughly a 10 tinms

This iou a platively large cSUrreIt; assuming the input coil smaller signal for SQUID pickup, and a 100 tImes
induwtance of the SQUID Li Is much lower t /L, the smaller signal for direct el-trical pickup.
flux coupled into the SQUID is given by the inp• mutual

.4



2. The material must have a (poly)crystalline strur-
ture. This rules out detection of large ciasw.es of
explosives, including dynamite, plastics, rubbcrs,
hlurries, liquids etc. Also, the material. must be of

a re•ia&mbly well defined crystal structure, other-
wise the NQR signal will be broadened sig.ificantly
due to the varying precession frequency. Pxamples
of such effects are local stresses altering the preces-
sion frequency within the sample. Although there
are eclo techniques that allow signal reco'ery, for
the most part, these would be difficult to imple-
ment.

3. The NQR precession lifetime must be much longer
than the precession period.
In addition, the precession frequency due to the
ambient magnctic field must be much lezs than the
NQR frequency, for a 500 mG ambient fied, th.L
corresponds to 150 Hz for 14N so this shbuld not
be a problem.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The seitivity fur NQR detection of land-mines is at
best margnal; the voltage induced in a pickup coil will be
on the order of 0.1 1V for 100 g of RDX 20 cm away. This
signal scales as the NQR frequency squared fo'r direct
electrical detection.

The advantages to the use of a ferrite bar magnetic
antenna are described above. The net increase ia signal
might be as much as a factor of 10.

A SQUID magnetometer might be a possible detec-
tion scheme; in thjis case, the use of a ferritd rod is
cniclal. Some issues still need to be addressed, such
as Barkhausen noise in the ferrite, and Johnson noise
(the iater is important for both the direct electrfcal and
SQUID detection methods).

A worrisome aspect of NQR detection is that a null
signal does not guarantee the absence of explosives; how.
ever, the observation of a signal is absolute evidenoe for
the existence of an explosive. The NQR technil is lim-
ited to a small class of explosives, those with a resonable
micro-crystalline structure, and with a large quaarupole
preceasion frequency. It thus appears that NQl might
be useful as an auxiliary detection technique w~thin at
suite of other measurement devices. Alone, NQR seems
to be of rather limited use for explosives detection.
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